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周必大共有 131 篇碑志文，其中墓志铭 76 篇，神道碑 31 篇，墓碣 10 篇，塔铭 6篇，








































The Inscription is one of the ancient Chinese styles.As one of the important writers of the
Southern Song Dynasty, he has 131 Inscriptions in total. Among those, there are 18 Inscriptions
have no clear creation time, The remaining has exact creation time.
The introduction introduces the reason to select this topic, and reviewing the present
situation of Zhou Bida’s research.
Chapter1 defined and classified the style of Inscriptions and classified the Zhou Bida’s
inscriptions. First of all , I must gives a definition to the inscription, on the base of analysis of
the text. Make a comprehensive and objective justice as the basic principles. Grasp the overall
situation of Zhou Bida’s inscriptions. Dividing them into sages , the colleagues, people who
passed the imperial examination, the friends , relatives , monks, people to socialize, female, etc.
He used specific writing objects with different writing styles. He wrote the life experience
where himself was linked about the three categories of relatives and friends, those passed the
imperial examination at the same year, and every word in full of intense emotion. He focused
on the political achievement about the category of colleagues. For monks, he stood on the
position of monks, Account for traveling, and express views on life and death. Inscriptions for
the man he didn’t know, he focused on the achievement, virtue of character, the books written,
making comprehensive and impartial evaluations. For the female, he didn’t stick to traditional
Confucianism criterion, stressed the important role of women as a wife , a daughter in-law, a
mother. He wrote for the legendary women MengAo, demonstrating his relatively open view of
female.
Chapter2 analyzed characteristics of Zhou Bida’s inscriptions characteristics form
narration, Narration of Characters. He used the technique of narration interspersed with
comments， in the writing process he reference to the narrative of the novel, enhancing the
interestingness of inscription. In writing on Characters, he’s good at seizing the characteristics
of the main images, and concentrate on them. In the Inscription about inscription, He wrote the
life experience where who himself were linked, full of emotion.
Chapter3 analyzed the rich thought of Zhou Bida’s world, To begin with, Confucianism he
has in Royal court, and he’s politics and patriotic feelings about destiny of nation. All these















inscriptions, he divided tomb owners into two classes, the one are politicians, the other are
the common people. If someone can be an official, then go for it, if cannot, then don’t be
disappointed, go for another kind of pleasure of Life. It represented two different life attitudes,
Zhou Bida also expressed his unique view of life and death.
Chapter4 discussed the art origin of Zhou Bida and artistic featuresIn his creative works,
Zhou Bida inherited and developed the previous Han Yu and Ou Yangxiu, combined with his
own characteristics, forming a style of peaceful, gentle and passionate.
Chapter5 analyzed the very important historical value of Zhou Bida’s inscription. his work
was the materials of the History of Song Dynasty.
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陈义成的《杨万里与周必大交谊考辩》（《逢甲中文学报》，1991 年第 11 期），
是较早研究周必大、杨万里交游的论文。[6]其后，邹锦良在他的《杨万里与周必
大交谊考论》（《井冈山大学学报》(社会科学版)， 2011 年 06 期）中，对两人
的交游进行较为详细的梳理。[7]杨瑞的《周必大与杨万里交游考述》（《西南交通





















































































学版），2009 年 03 期）主要从文献学角度分析周必大在版本、题跋、校勘方面
的重要作用。[22]
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